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Is it foolish for me, a boring girl, to fall in love with the man of my dreams?After the death of her
parents, Catherine was treated like a servant by her brother and sister-in-law. She worked early
in the morning making meals, cleaning the house, and babysitting the children, but was never
thanked. However, this was to end when she met Dr. Jason, a renowned doctor. He offered
Catherine a live-in job and pulled her out of her miserable situation. He was a kind-hearted and
honorable man, and Catherine fell in love with him, but one thing she didn't know... was that
there was always a beautiful woman by his side.

About the AuthorBen Aaronovitch is perhaps best known for his series of Peter Grant novels,
which began with Rivers of London. Mixing police procedural with urban fantasy and London
history, these novels, the latest of which is Lies Sleeping, have sold over a million copies
worldwide. A new novella in the series, The October Man, will also be available soon.Ben is also
known for his TV writing, writing fan-favourite episodes of Doctor Who; 'Remembrance of the
Daleks' - in which he originated the Counter-Measures characters who appear in this story - and
'Battlefield'. He wrote an episode of BBC hospital drama, Casualty, and contributed to cult SF
show, Jupiter Moon.Andrew Cartmel began a long and varied career in TV and publishing when
he was hired as script editor on Doctor Who in 1986. He had a major (and very positive) impact
on the final years of the original run of the TV show. He has recently completed a comedy for the
London stage, Screwball, and is also writing the Vinyl Detective series of crime novels for Titan
Books; the fourth, Flip Back, will be available soon. In his spare time, he likes to do stand-up
comedy. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review“The car
racing positively leaps off the page, almost literally in places, and the whole graphic novel is
stunningly atmospheric, pitching a strong story in vivid artwork and well-chosen, economical
text. The series is a joy to read, and artwork of this standard provides a complementary visual
delight” - Crime Review"Simply outstanding...compelling and beautifully crafted story from first
page to last." - Midwest Book Review"Ben Aaronvitch and Andrew Cartmel have crafted a fully
realized world that seamlessly blends modern policing, with all of its technology and
advancements, with wizards and witchcraft" - Pop Culture Uncovered“An entertaining yarn and
an enjoyable foray into the world of Peter Grant” - Down The Tubes"Lee Sullivan provides some
fantastic artwork for the comic and really manages to pull off the sense of speed and danger" -
SciFi Pulse“Incredibly funny” - Geek Pride“Aaronovitch and co-writer Andrew Cartmel are once
again the epitome of a dream team. Their seamless work brings the thrill of a crime drama but
with the necessary flare for comic book readers ... Lee Sullivan and Mariano Laclaustra breathe
life into the characters with their exquisite art. ... This is a must have for anyone interested in
urban fantasy. The characters are great, the mysteries are fun, and the comics are a perfect way



to start delving into the world” - A Place to Hang Your Cape“Aaronovitch has created some of the
most fully realized characters I’ve ever seen in fiction, and along with Cartmel these people have
been beautifully carried over into comics ... CSI butts up against Supernatural and the fantastic
lives side by side with the ordinary” - The Pullbox“Filled with detailed characterisation, punchy
dialogue and a plot that drags magic into an incredibly human, street wise, slobber-knocker of a
romp that revolves around horsepower, intrigue and all things fantastical, brought to life by the
delicate and sumptuous art of Lee Sullivan and Mariano Laclaustra.” - Mass Movement --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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